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"THE FILIGREE GAME"
Imitation and Mock-Form
in
Pope's Pastorals
Roger D. Lund

No man ever yet became great by imitation. Whatever hopes
for the veneration of mankind must have invention in the
design or the execution; either the effect must itself be new,
or the means by which it is produced. (Rambler, no. 154, 7
September 1751)
The first ancients had no merit in being originals: they could
not be imitators. Modern writers have a choice to make; and
therefore have a merit in their power. They may soar in the
regions of liberty, or move in the soft fetters of easy imita
tion." (Edward Young, Conjectures on OriffnalComposition, 1759)

(~\y/

U criticisms of eighteenth-century poetry must finally
mediate between the competing claims of originality and
imitation. Despite Pope's brazen assertion that "All that
is left us is to recommend our productions by the imitation of the
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Ancients,"' no serious poet. Pope included, ever embarked on a poetic
career with the expressed intention of becoming perfectly derivative. As
Walter Jackson Bate reminds us, it is genuinely curious that a fully
blown neoclassicism caught on so quickly in England after 1660, that
Augustan art direcdy linked "arms with the classical, if only as the lesser
partner.. .through the creative use of imitationr^ Even those poets most
dedicated to an ethos of imitation nevertheless agreed with Addison that
"An Imitation of the best Authors is not to compare with a good
Original; and I beUeve we may observe that very few Writers make an
extraordinary Figure in the World, who have not something in their
Way of thinking or expressing themselves that is peculiar to them and
entirely their own."^
like aU poets, the Augustans sought to "clear imaginative space for
themselves,'"' and as Harold Bloom su^ests, this required them to
"misread" their precursors. By definition all forms of poetic imitation
involve creative misprision of some sort. Were this not the case, poets
would create exact copies, not imitations at all. One might argue that the
most straightforward kinds of imitation, like Johnson's Ijondon, require
relatively little misreading, since "all the poet need do is modernize
allusions, change Roman names to English, alter a few trivial manners,
and an ancient poem is available to the understanding of modern
Englishmen."^ This was easier said than done, however, and there were
critics who expressed doubt that such continuities between ancient and
modern texts could ever be fully realized. Nothing is more characteristic
of Augustan poets than the frustrated desire to recreate legitimate epic
in the modern world. As Thomas Blackwell argues in^« Inquiry into the
Ufe and Writings of Homer (1735), epic grandeur may " be irrecoverable
since it doesn't seem "to be given to one and the same kingdom to be
thoroughly civilized and afford proper subjects for poetry." While the
modern poet may adopt an epic vocabulary, he lacks the epic events to
' The'Poms of Alexander Pope, ed. John Butt (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963), xxvii.
AU citations from Pope's Pastorals and the Discourse on Pastoral are taken from this edition and
cited by Une number in the text.
^Waiter Jackson Bate, TheBurden ofthe Past and the English Poet(goirrtondge-. Harvard University
Press, 1970), 3.
^Joseph Addison, Spectator, no. 160, Monday, 3 September 1711, in The Spectator, ed. Donald
F. Bond, 5 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), 2:130.
* Harold Bloom, TheAnxiety ofInfluence: A Theoty of Poetry (New York: OxfordUniversity Press,
1973), 5.
' Howard Weinbrot, The FormalStrain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), 4.
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give that language credibility. The result is that "we may never be a
proper subject of a heroic poem."^
For most Augustan poets translation of epic was the next best
thing. So, for example, Dryden sought through a process of moderniza
tion and culmral adaptation to create a version of the Aeneid that
simultaneously paid tribute to the poetic artistry of Virgil while drawing
attention to the contemporary resonance of his heroic fable. For
Dryden, however, "heroism was an ideal over which contemporary
events had cast an ironic pallor In the act of translating the entire
Aeneid, Dryden is always alive to the split between a heroic ideal and an
unheroic reality, conscious exploitation of which would create the
conditions of the mock-heroic. Epic in the 1690s, that is to say, contains
the seeds of its own obverse, the mock-epic."^ It has been easy to
assume that epic failure in the eighteenth century is the result of simple
incompetence, and poets like Richard Blackmore have done little to
discourage this belief. It is important to point out, however, that many
Augustan critics had reached the conclusion that somehow failure was
written into the very texmre of the imitative enterprise, that "any
Translation must of it self be a Burlesque upon Homer.
No one argues that Pope consciously intended to parody Homer
in his translation of the Iliad and Odjss^, but as John Dennis points out,
the process of imitating and modernizing Homer resulted in uninten
tional burlesque all the same. He remarks that for fifteen years Pope
"has been a constant Imitator. Yet he has rather mimick'd these great
Genius's, than he has Imitated them. He has given a False and a
Ridiculous Turn to all their good and their great Qualities, and has, as
far as in him lies, Burlesq'd them without knowing it."' These critics call
attention to a recurring pattern in Augustan imitation: a tendency to
devolve from simple imitation—the change of names, modernization of
allusions, and alteration of manners—^into some form of unintentional
parody or burlesque. This is the kind of poetic failure that is ironically
celebrated in Peri Bathous, where Pope laughs at Blackmore's demotion

' Thomas Blackwell, An Inquiry into the Life and Writings of Homer (1735), in Eighteenth-Century
CriticalEss/^s, ed. Scott EUedge, 2 vols. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1961), 1:442-43.
' Brean Hammond, Professional Imaginative Writing in England 1670-1740: Hackn^ for Bread
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 134—35.
® Hometides: Or, A Letter to Mr Pope (London, 1715), 9.
'John Dennis, The Critical Works of]obn Dennis, ed. Edward Niles Hooker, 2 vols. (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1943), 2:104.
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of the Almighty to the status of a baker: "God in the wilderness his
table spread/ And in his airy Ovens bak'd their bread"(p. 195). Blackmore's epics represent the mn plus ultra of Augustan poetics, but one
finds equally bathetic passages in Pope's own imitations. Consider the
following description of Mercury drawn from Pope's translation (or
paraphrase) of the First Book of Statius His Thebaid (1712):
The God obeys, and to his Feet applies
Those golden Wings that cut the yielding Skies;
His ample Hat his beamy Locks o'erspread.
And veil's the Starry Glories of his Head (U. 429-33).
One would be hard-pressed to determine which is more bathetic, Blackmore's account of God's "airy oven" or Pope's description of Mercury's
"ample Hat." Pope's early efforts at translation and paraphrase, which
produce bathos aplenty, reveal the dangers implicit in imitation, and
they suggest that perhaps burlesque was the namral, if accidental,
product of imitative misprision. In the words of Dominic Bouhours,
"Nothing is so easy as to fall from the Sublime into trifling."^®
This process is ironically outlined in chapter nine of Peri Bathous, Of
Imitation, and the Manner of Imitating. Here Scriblerus instructs the "tme
authors of the Profund" to "imitate diligently the examples in their onm
Therefore when we sit down to write, let us bring some great
author to our mind, and ask ourselves this question; How would Sir
Richard have said this? Do I express my self as simply as Ambrose
Philips?"" Behind the indirection of Scriblerian irony one detects a
fairly straightforward account of the imitative process.The fundamental
mechanics are the same whether the object is Ambrose Philips or Virgil
himself. It is one thing to bring a great writer to mind, however, quite
another to recapture the peculiar quality of his style without lapsing into
accidental bathos. This is the problem that William Congreve encoun
ters in his "Discourse on the Pindaric Ode" (1706). Congreve begins
with a confession that he has failed to "give an exact copy of Pindar in
this ensuing ode....Far from such thoughts, I have only given an in
stance of what is practicable, and am sensible that I am as distant from

'"John Oldmixon, The Arts ofLepc and Rhetoric (London, 1728), 237.
" Veri Bathous: Or, MartinusScrth/erusHisTreatiseof the Art of Sinking in Poet^, in The Prose Works
of Akxander Pope, ed. Rosemary Cowler (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 2:203.
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the force and elevation of Pindar as others have hitherto been from the
harmony and regularity of his numbers." If Congreve's Pindaric Ode is
not intended to copy Pindar, if it is not intended to be exemplary, then
why imitate Pindar in the first place? One answer may be that Congreve
is attempting to correct the "rumbling and grating papers of verses
(Cowley's Odes in particular) pretending to be copies" of Pindar, which
have been "the principal, though innocent, occasion of so many
deformed poems.. .which instead of being true picmres of Pindar have
(to use the Italian Painters' term) been only caricaturas of him, resem
blances that for the most part have been either horrid or ridiculous."^^
The familiar critical nomenclature of form and mock-form
preserves the notion that mock-form is the comic reverse of true form
from ode to epic, whose shape and rules have been outlined by the
ancients themselves: in the words of one recent critic, because "the
kinds were firmly established, mock-kinds could flourish."'^ As Fredric
V. Bogel argues, however, Augustan mock forms suggest that
such distinctions are far from clear and secure. These works
seem to have sprung not simply from veneration for the
ancient and elevated or from scorn for the modern and low
but from a wild fascination with the possibility of writing as
though such distinctions were inoperative or unreal."
Both Congreve and Scriblerus surest that while authentic imitation of
ancient models is ambiguously difficult to achieve, the lapse into
unintentional caricature or burlesque seems aU but inevitable. In the
process they alert us to an aspect of eighteenth-century poetics which
until recently has attracted too little attention: the importance of mockform—^parody, burlesque and travesty—as an unavoidable, perhaps
even a constimtive, element of Augustan imitation. Indeed as Michael
McKeon argues, it makes sense to view English neoclassicism not as a
"a simple renewal of classical standards but as their oblique moderniza
tion." If we turn to the example of Pope and Swift, they teach us that

William Congreve, "A Discourse on the Pindaric Ode" (1706), in EUedge, ed., EighteenthCentury Critical Esscffs, 1:143—46.
"John D. Jump, Burlesque (Critical Idiom, no. 22) (London: Methuen, 1972), 51.
" Fredric V. Bogel, The Difference Satire Makes: Rhetoric and ReadingfromJonson to Bjron (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 2001), 22.
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"to be an effective 'ancient' in a modern age is necessarily to be a
cryptomodern, dedicated to the shoring up of tradition in the most
innovative ways imaginable." Central to this process of modernization
was "the ascendancy of ironic, parodic, and mock heroic forms." Indeed
what "looks superficially like a revival of traditional forms, categories,
or activities may better be understood as an unstable compound whose
residual ties to past practices cannot conceal its distinctly innovative
character."^^ If the parodic impulse is as powerful as these critics
suggest, however, if the Augustans adopt "cryptomodern" strategies to
gain imaginative space, one ought to be able detect outlines of this
agenda in works which advertise their status as straightforward
imitations of ancient texts, in works as apparently unpromising as
Pope's Pastorals.
^ I *
Pope's Pastorals offer perfect raw material for such a critical experiment,
since, as Frederick Keener remarks, "Pope's are the last real pastorals
written in English. They are the last, that is, to which the poet could
seriously hope reality might attach itself as it had to equivalent poems
by Spenser and Milton, VirgQ, and the ancients. Pope's are the last
pastorals we have wherein Renaissance myth and convention may not
seem patently unnatural."" Or at least this is the reputation that has
attached to them. By beginning his career with pastoral. Pope advertises
his desire to follow the famiUar VirgOian pattern. But, as David B.
Morris observes, "After Windsor-Forest, the Virgilian schema began to
wobble and finally collapsed. Instead of the original epic he had
planned—on the subject of Brutus, legendary founder of Britain—Pope
turned to the mock-heroic, to translations of Homer, and to Horatian
epistles and satires."" Morris suggests that there is a break between
Pope's earliest, most legitimate VirgOian imitation and a fall into

Michael McKeon, "Cultutal Crisis and Dialectical Method: Destabilizing Augustan
Literature," in The Profession of BighteenthTZentury Literature, ed. Leo Damrosch (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 46,49,48,46.
" Frederick M. Keener, An Bssay on Pope (New York: Columbia University Press, 1974), 19.
" David B. Mosm, Alexander Pope: The Genius of Sense (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1984), 243.
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translation, satire and mock-form.Such dislocation is illusory, however,
since the whole Virgilian apparams was wobbly from the beginning.
Despite Pope's predictable genuflection in Virgil's direction, his mockcritical defense. On Pastorals, published in Guardianno. 40, contends that
Pope is not reaUy a pastoral writer after all,
since upon the whole, he is of the same Class with Moschus
and Bion, whom we have excluded that Rank: and of whose
Eclogues, as well as some of Vir^Vs, it may be said, that
according to the Description we have given of this sort of
Poetry, they are by no means Pastoral, but something Better.
As I will argue here, this something better reveals surprising affinities
with the mock-form we have tended to associate with Pope's later
career but which is clearly visible in his earliest and presumably most
legitimate attempts at Virgilian imitation.'®
Although it might seem natural, within the context of a Virgilian
career, to begin with pastoral, such a choice creates significant difficul
ties for a young poet like Pope. Thomas Blackwell suggests that the
imitation of the ancients is difficult because "a poet describes nothing
so happily as what he has seen, nor talks masterly but in his native
language and proper idiom, nor mimics truly other manners than those
whose originals he has practiced and known."'' But where Pope is
concerned there is nothing immediately familiar about pastoral
experience or the pastoral idiom. All must be artificially derived from
literary models. Even his pastoral landscapes are derived from various
pictoral renderings of Arcadian myth.^" Little wonder then that critics
found Pope's Pastorals derivative. As Johnson points out in Pope's
defense, it is unfair to charge Pope with the "want of invention," since
the Pastorals were meant to seem derivative.

" On Pastorals,Guardian, no. 40, Tie Prose Works ofAlexanderPope: The EarHerWorks, 1711-1720,
ed. Norman Ault (Oxford: Shakespeare Head Press, 1936), 106. AU quotations from this essay
refer to this edition and are cited in the text.
" Blackwell, An Inquiry into the Ufe and Writings of Homer, in EUedge, ed., Eighteenth-Centuy
Critical Essays, 1:443.
^ See Jeffry B. Spencer, Heroic Nature: Ideal Landscape in English Poety from Marvell to Thomson
(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1973), 191-220; and Giorgio Melchiori, "Pope in
Arcady: The Theme of Et in Arcadia Ego in his Pastorals," EngHsh Miscellany 14 (1963): 83-93.
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The imitations are so ambitiously frequent, that the writer
evidently means rather to shew his literamre than his wit. It is
surely sufficient for an author of sixteen not only to be able
to copy the poems of antiquity with judicious selection, but to
have obtained sufficient power of language, and skill in metre,
to exhibit a series of versification, which had in English
poetry no precedent, nor has since had an imitation.^'

For Johnson the fact that Pope manages to copy the ancients at all is an
achievement of sorts, but he also adumbrates a question that resonates
through all Augustan efforts at poetic imitation: What does it mean to
imitate the ancients? To what extent does the poet simply copy what the
ancients have already written? And since to copy is in some sense to
mimic, when does honoric copying shade into some form of parody or
unintentional burlesque?^
This question of the relation between imitation and "fair use" is
raised by Thomas Tickell in Guardian no. 30, one of the essays that
raised Pope's ire because it seemed to slight his own achievement as a
writer of pastorals."I must in the first place observe," says Tickell, "that
our countrymen have so good an opinion of the ancients and think so
modestly of themselves, that the generality of pastoral-writers have
either stolen all from the Greeks and Romans, or so servilely imitated
their manners and customs, as makes them very ridiculous."^ This
touched a nerve. Had Tickell never praised the pastorals of Ambrose
Philips, never quoted them at length. Pope would stiU have been forced
to respond to this challenge, for it spoke directly to the most fundamen
tal principle of his poetic practice: the aggressive absorption and
recrafting of the works of the ancients, what he described as imitation,
but what his critics often called plagiarism. In a letter to his mentor,
William Walsh (2 July 1706), Pope addresses the question of just how
far the "liberty of borrowing" from one's models may extend. Here, as
he would in the Esso)/ on Criticism, Pope argues that

SamuelJohnson, "Pope,"Uves afthe EnglishPoets, 2 vols. (London:Oxford University Press,
1972), 2:310.
^ Weinbrot argues that "Any form of imitation, whether borrowing, modernization, use of
genre, or Longinian emulation, ultimately depends upon a respect for ancient thought and
literature," The Formal Strain, 12.
Guardian, no. 30,15 April 1713, in The BriHsh Essigiists,45 vols. (London: Barnard and Farley,
1819), 16:155.
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it seems not so much the perfection of sense to say things that
had never been said before, as to express those best that have
been said oftenest; and that writers, in the case of borrowing
from others, are like trees, which of themselves would
produce only one sort of fruit, but by being grafted upon
others may yield variety. A mumal commerce makes poetry
flourish; but then poets, like merchants, should repay with
something of their own that they take from others; not, like
pirates, make prize of all they meet. I desire you to tell me
sincerely, if I have not stretched this license too far in these
Pastorals?^'*
Walsh repUes that even the ancients themselves have borrowed rather
promiscuously, "and none so far as Virgil." As for the Greek poets,
if we cannot trace them so plainly, it is perhaps because we
have none before them; it is evident that most of them
borrowed from Homer, and Homer has been accused of
burning those that wrote before him, that his thefts might not
be discovered. The best of the modem poets in all languages
are those that have nearest copied the ancients. Indeed, in all
the common subjects of poetry, the thoughts are so obvious,
at least if they are natural, that whoever writes last must write
things like what have been said before.
If, as Walsh argues, even Homer pilfered his predecessors, where does
that leave the modern poet, particularly one who wishes to achieve both
a credible imitation of ancient sources and to assert his own poetic
autonomy? Walsh suggests that the problem arises when a poet is too
blatant:
when there are one or two bright thoughts stolen, and all the
rest is quite different from it, a poem makes a very foolish
figure, but when it is all melted down together, and the gold
of the ancients so mixed with that of the modems, that none
can distinguish the one from the other, I can never find fault
Alexander Pope, The Correspondence of Alexander Pope, ed. George Sherbum, 5 vols. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1956), 1:19-20.
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with it. I cannot however but own to you, that there are
others of a different opinion, and that I have shown your
verses to some who have made that objection to them.^

Charges of plagiarism would dog Pope throughout his career, and it is
worth asking what it is about Pope's imitation of pastoral that leads the
earliest readers of his earliest poems to suggest that he has copied too
much, that he is not merely an imitator but a plagiarist.^^
It is ironic that a new emphasis on poetic imitation should emerge
at roughly the same moment in English literary history when the
proprietary interests of individual authors were finally acknowledged
with the passage of the Copyright Act in 1709. To argue that an author,
or her bookseller, actually "owned" a work of poetry, naturally created
uncertainty as to just how much of any author ancient or modern one
might imitate with impunity. Fielding may have felt that the Ancients
provided a "rich Common, where every Person who hath the smallest
Tenement in Parnassus hath a free Right to fatten his Muse,"^^ but from
the Renaissance onward, writers and critics expressed growing concern
about the ethics of promiscuous borrowing.J. E. Congleton argues that
Pope and Walsh "add a new principle to the neoclassic theory of the
pastoral" and that "they distinguish between effective creative literary
imitation and inept plagiarism," but it seems clear from the contempo
rary evidence that no one in the early eighteenth-century had defined
the boundaries between imitation and plagiarism as clearly as Congleton
insists.^®
Indeed, the exchange between Pope and Walsh seems to imply that
plagiarism of one kind or another was inherent to poetic imitation itself.
Walsh concedes that while Pope's Pastoralsh.2id "taken very freely from
the ancients," what he "has mixed of his with theirs is no way inferior
to what he has taken from them." This suggests that borrowing textual
fragments is acceptable as long as improvement occurs. (The Scribler-

Walsh to Pope, 20 July 1706, Pope, Comspondence,1:20-21.
^ On Pope's borrowing habits see Roger D. Lund, "From Oblivion to Dulness: Pope and the
Poetics of Appropriation," British Journal of Eighteenth-Century Studies 14, no. 2 (Autumn 1991):
171-89.
^ Henry Fielding, The History ofTomJones, aFoundling,ed. Martin C. Battestin (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1975), 620.
J. E. Congleton, Theories of Pastoral in England 1648-1798 (Gainesvile: University Press of
Florida, 1952), 8.
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ians exploit this argument in their assault on the clumsy borrowing
habits of the dunces.) And Pope's later editors use the argument from
"improvement" to justify what might otherwise seem outright plagia
rism. Before providing a detailed account of the apparent borrowings
from Flatman, Cowley, Boileau, WoUaston, and La Fontaine in Pope's
poems, Warton confesses that "it may appear difficult to distinguish
imitation and plagiarism from necessary resemblance and unavoidable
analogy, yet the following passages of Pope...seem evidently to be
borrowed, though they are improved."^' Such notions of improvement,
mixture, borrowing, and amalgamation suggest how difficult it was, even
for the Augustans, to define exacdy what contributed to poetic
imitation. If there was a "neoclassic" doctrine of imitation, as Congleton
su^ests, the neoclassic poets couldn't agree as to what it was. What we
find instead is an effort on the part of poets like Pope to articulate a
usable poetics of appropriation, one that is less neoclassic than it is
modern. Indeed some eighteenth-cenmry critics interpret Pope's poetic
imitations in roughly these terms. Daniel Webb remarks that if Pope
"was, what Scaliger said of Erasmus, ex alieno ingenio Poeta, he is yet
greatly distinguished from the ordinary Spirits of this Class, by a talent
for improving on the thought he borrows; to a degree of beauty, indeed,
that at times creates a doubt, whether it should not be considered as a
mode of Invention."^®
Pope himself may offer a hint as to his imitative procedure in the
Pastora/s when he speaks of his manner of proceeding in the Dunciad. In
the "Advertisement" to the Dunciad Variorum (1729), Pope remarks that
The Imitations of the Ancients are added, to gratify those who
either never read, or may have forgotten them; together with
some of the Parodies, and Allusions to the most excellent of
the Modems. If any man from the frequency of the former,
may think the Poem too much a Cento\ our Poet wiU but
appear to have done the same thing in jest, which Boileau did
in earnest; and upon which Vida, Fracastorius, and many of
29

As William Kinsley observes, the whole question of what might he imitated with impunity
"became more and more acute as more and more curious scholars investigated the borrowing
habits of poets both ancient and modern." See "Allusion" in "The Eighteenth Century: The
Disinherited Critic," in Man and Nature/Lflomme et la Nature, ed. Robert James Merrett
(Edmonton: Canadian Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, 1984), 35.
Daniel Webb, Literar/Amusements in Verse and Prose (London:J. Dodsley, 1787), 31.
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the most eminent Latin Poets professedly valued them
selves."^^

The term "cento," which Pope uses here, describes a form of imitative
poetry that depends upon an aggressive syncretism of classical and
contemporary sources to form a new textual amalgam which one might
easily misinterpret as a form of plagiarism. If modern critics have largely
ignored Pope's remark, his contemporaries, knew exactly what he was
talking about. After a long, and fairly accurate, recital of Pope's various
plagiaries, Leonard Welsted complains that the Dunciad is nothing but
a "bawdy cento."^^
Pope seems to argue, as straightforwardly as he ever does, that
where the imitations in the Dunciad are concerned, he has followed the
example of Vida, and Boileau to produce a cento, a pastiche, or
bricolage literally assembled from fragments of classical and modern
poetry. It is typical of Pope's mystification that as precedent for the
Dunciad he should cite Vida, who insisted that his cento. The Cbristiad,
was not 2i cento. But, of course, Vida is ancient, whereas Pope might just
as easily have cited a modem specimen of cento like The Christiad of
Alexander Ross, a surprisingly popular seventeenth-cenmry work which
proudly advertises its status as cento poetry. Composed in Latin, Ross's
Christiad provides a Ufe of Christ written entirely in VirgUian fragments.
As J. Christopher Warner remarks, Ross's Christiad is a patchwork of
Virgil's poetry. "Virtually (not quite literally) every line of this 13-book,
311-page epic (in octavo) is stitched together out of half-lines, lines, and
brief passages from Virgil's Eclogues, Georges, and Aeneid, arranged,
grammatically adjusted, with necessary substimtions of the names of
people and places."^^ Whether Pope knew of Ross's poem is irrelevant;
he clearly understood the principle of aggregative imitation that made
centro poetry possible.
Pope's disclaimer in the introduction to the Variorum—that the
Dunciad is not a cento—^has much the same effect as Magritte's dis
claimer, "Ceci n'est pas une pipe," attached to what seems to be the
Vunciad Variomm,'m'B\M., The Poems of Alexander Perpe, 318.
Leonard Welsted, "One Episde to Mr. Pope," in The Works, in Verse and Prose ofVeonard
Welsted (London, 1787), 192.
J. Christopher Warner, The Augustinian Epic: Petrarch to Milton (Ann Arbor-!-University of
Michigan Press, 2005). I am grateful to Professor Warner for alerting me to the history of
cento in the English Renaissance.
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picture of a pipe. By so conspicuously denying that the Dunciad 'is cento.
Pope invites the reader to regard the poem in precisely these terms. It
is possible that in his invocation of cento as a formal model. Pope is
telling us about more than just his manner of proceedingin the Dunciad,
that he is offering a significant clue to his understanding of imitation in
general. Certainly the notion of cento helps us to understand Pope's
imitative procedures in the Pastoralsw\Ac\i are also a kind of patchwork.
The extraordinary footnotes to Audra and WiUiams's edition of the
Pastorals draw attention to the miscellaneity of Pope's borrowings, the
sheer bricolage of bits and pieces drawn from Virgil's Eclogues directly
or from other translators or imitators of Virgil—particularly Dryden and
Waller. Drawing upon the work of two centuries of editors, Audra and
Williams also detail Pope's adaptation of tags and phrases from Virgil's
Georges and A^eneid, from Ovid's Metamorphoses, as well as his incorpora
tion of the flotsam and jetsam of contemporary poetry published in
popular miscellanies.
By way of example one could cite almost any passage from the
Pastorals, but I have chosen a few Hnes from "Winter," the "tragic"
pastoral. Here Thyrsis laments:
Ye gentle
leave your Crystal Spring,
Let Nymphs and Sylvans Cypress Garlands bring;
Ye weeping Eoves, the Stream with Myrtles hide.
And break your Bows, as
Adonis d)r'd;
And with your Golden Darts, now useless grown.
Inscribe a Verse on this relenting Stone:
Let Nature change, let Heav'n and Earth deplore.
Fair Daphne's dead, and Love is now no more! (11. 21—28)
According to Audra and Williams, line 21 echoes John Oldham's P>ion,
line 22 calls to mind Spenser's November 143—45), lines 23 following
allude to Virgil, Eclogue V, 40,42, although the idea of the stream being
hid under myrtles was suggested by Dryden's translation of Virgil, lines
61-62. line 24 may echo Ovid's Amores, III, ix, 7-8 and Bion's Idylll,
80-82. Lines 27 following may owe something to Wiliam Walsh's Delia,
a Pastoral Eclogue; Eamenting the Death of Mrs. Tempest, 11. 67—68 and
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William Congreve's The MoumingMuse of Alexis, 11. 167-68.^'^ Here we
have eight lines and eight different sources, some classical—^Virgil,
Bion—and most of which are imitations of classical sources. If such
promiscuous borrowing does not exacdy fit the technical definition of
cento, it comes close enough for that term to help us account for the
sheer miscellaneity of Pope's imitations, and the arbitrary fashion in
which imitated fragments are joined together.
The descriptive epithet that seems far less appropriate, however,
and yet one that has often been applied to this kind of poetic imitation,
is the familiar term "allusion." As Reuben Brower has famously taught
us. Pope and his contemporaries sought to "connect the old world of
Homer and Virgil and Horace, or of Spenser and Milton, with the actual
society of eighteenth-century London in which he and his readers were
living."^^ This impUes that readers actually recognized the fragmentary
references the poet provided and then connected those with the larger
cultural context of the works from which those references have been
taken. This assumes a great deal about theliterary competence of Pope's
contemporary readers. As Earl Wasserman states the case. Pope's
poems "consistentiy ask for a reader who is equally native to the whole
classical-Scriptural world, a Christian Greco-Roman scrutinizing
eighteenth-century English culmre."^® Such a view implies a perfect
continuity of cultural transmission from ancients to moderns, one which
Pope's contemporaries had already questioned. It also implies the
presence of readers who display a high level of literary competence, that
is a wide experience of written texts, a firm understanding of critical
principles, and a memory capable of holding them all in suspension. It
seems only reasonable to ask how many of Pope's contemporaries
actually recognized the echoes of Virgil, Bion, Spenser, Ovid, Dryden,
Walsh, and Congreve that his editors have identified. More specifically,
how many of Pope's readers would have recognized that he was
specifically alluding to Oldham's translation of Bion, or Dryden's
translation of Virgil.

Alexander Pope, Pastoral Poetry and An Essc^ on Criticism, ed. E. Audra and Aubrey Williams
(London; Methuen; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1961), 90.
Reuben Brower, Alexander Pope: The Poetics of Allusion (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1959), 2.
^ Earl Wasserman, "The Limits of Allusion in The Rape of the Lock^' Journal of English and
GermanicPhilologj/ 65 (1966): 425-44, rprt. Pope: RecentEsscrfs ^ SeveralHands, ed. Maynard Mack
and James A. Winn (Hamden: Archon Books, 1980), 226.
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If nothing else, the popularity of translation in the eighteenth
century bespeaks a dwindling linguistic competence on the part of
Augustan readers as does Pope's insistence that in the Dmciad he had
annotated his own "Imitations of the Ancients," to gratify those "who
either never read or may have forgotten them."^^ Whatever else it may
suggest, such ironic disclosure does not seem to offer a firm basis for
an all-embracing poetics of allusion of the sort Brower and Wasserman
describe. Rather, as Fredric Bogel suggests, the tendency in Augustan
poetry to rely on imitations of imitations points not to a poetics of
allusion, but to some version of mock form. Bogel argues that the
"mock" in mock form signifies not "mockery, but surrogacy, substitute
or counterfeit status—^like the 'mock' in 'mock-turtle.'" Like the idea of
cento described above, the notion that aggressive imitation creates a
"counterfeit" or "surrogate" form helps to explain Pope's borrowing in
the Pastorals, for as Pope makes clear in Guardian no. 40 his Pastorals are
surrogates of a sort; they are not pastorals as we understand them "but
something better."
* II *
Martin C. Battestin has argued that in his Pastorals, "Pope realized in
some rather splendid verse, the latent aesthetic and philosophical
implications of the pastoral mode."^® By choosing pastoral as the mode
with which he begins his poetic career. Pope implies that his works wiU
be judged by their success as classical imitations, by their adherence to
the "rules" that presumably govern this kind of imitation. The problem
for Pope is that there really are no purely "classical" rules for him to
follow. As contemporary critics point out, neither "Horace among the
Romans" nor our English Horace [the Earl of Roscommon] in his Essay

" In The Complete Art of Poetry, 2 vols. (London, 1718), Charles Gildon points out that the
Pastorals of Virgil and Theocritus have now been translated "into the English Tongue, and
therefore the unlearned in Greek and Latin may make their Advantage of their Perusal,"
1:156-57.
Martin C. Battestin, "Nature and Artin Pope's Pastorals," Eigbteenth-Centurj/ Studies2 (1969):
183—204, in Pope: Recent Esscys, ed. Maynard Mack and James E. Winn, 85. Although my
emphases here differ somewhat from those outlined in this essay, I am deeply indebted to
Prof. Battestin, in whose graduate seininar in Form and Mock-Form I was introduced to the
pleasures and challenges of eighteenth-century art.
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on Poetry" has "taken the least Notice of the Pastoral."^' Indeed the
guidelines for the writing of pastoral are the products of modern critics:
Rene Rapin's^ Treatise de Carmine Pastorali, translated by Creech (1684)
and Bernard Fontenelle's Of Pastorals (1688), translated into English by
Peter Motteux in 1695. Pope's challenge is that he must simultaneously
create the pastoral poems and confect the critical principles from which
the poems presumably arise. One result is that like the DuntiadotA. Tale
of a Tub, the Pastorals come to us swaddled in critical commentary, some
of it apparendy straightforward—the Discourse on Pastoral—and some of
it clearly ironic—Guardian no. 40. While formalist defenses of Pope's
Pastorals
powerful claims for the pure artistry of his verse and the
clarity of his cultural vision, they can do so only by disregarding the
"crytomodem" or indeed, Scriblerian, muddle of critical arguments with
which the poems themselves are surrounded. To complicate things
Pope's Pastorals also form part of a contemporary quarrel with Ambrose
Philips who claims to represent not a Virgilian, but a more legitimate
Theocritean tradition of pastoral verse. This debate between the
defenders of Philips and Pope in turn gives rise to the burlesque metacommentary of Gay's Shepherd's Week, a work whose parodies of
Spenser's Shepherd's Calendar, with ironic nods in the directions of Virgil,
Theocrims, Pope, and Philips, turned out to be the most popular
version of pastoral published in the eighteenth century.
In a judgment that has proven enormously influential, J. E.
Congleton argues that Pope is the foremost practitioner of what he calls
the "neoclassical" school of pastoral, which looked exclusively to
ancient models—^Virg^ most particularly—and which took its immedi
ate inspiration from Rene Rapin's A Treatise de Carmine Pastoralif
Preeminent among the "neoclassical" habits of mind was a determina
tion to anchor contemporary poetic practice in some form of ancient
authority. But, Rapin admits, if we "inquire into the nature of Pastoral,
in what its excellencies consist, and how it must be made to be exact,"
this "must needs be a hard Task, since I have no guide, nCvdasi Aristotle
nor Horace to direct me, for both they, whatever was the matter, speak,
not one word of this sort of Verse. And I am of opinion that none can
treat well and clearly of any kind of Poetry if he hath no helps from these

" Gildon, The Complete Art of Poetry, 1:155.
See J. E. Congleton, Theories of Pastoral, ch. 1.
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two."^^ For a poet like Pope, presumably dependent upon the advice of
the ancients, the silence of Aristode and Horace ought to have posed a
serious problem. For as Rapin admits, "Tis hard to give 'Rules for that,
for which there have been none already given; for where there are no
footsteps nor path to direct, I cannot tell how any one can be certain of
the way"(52). For the English Augustans this is not necessarily the end
of game, however; if Horace and Aristode are mute on the subject of
pastoral, they have a good deal to say about other genres whose
principles one can adopt. In effect, any precedent is better than no
precedent at all. And just as a modern poet can synthesize an "imitadon" out of the bits and pieces of various models, so the cridc can craft
a surrogate authority from the bits and pieces of ancient cridcism. If the
poems themselves are a kind of cento, so too are the cridcal principles
which presumably guide the poet's choices.
Rapin begins straightforwardly enough, arguing that he will "follow
Aristotle's Fxample, who being to lay down Rules concerning Epkks,
propos'd Homras a Pattern, from whom he deduc'd the whole Art: So
I will gather from Theocritus and Vir§l, those Fathers of Pastoral, what I
shall deliver on this account"(52). This is quite misleading. For while
Rapin may argue that he has gathered the formal principles of pastoral
from Theocritus and Virgil, the categories he actually discusses—
"Fable, Manners, Thought,Expressiorl'—are drawn from Aristode's
discussion of epic (30), since as Rapin confesses, Theocritus and Virgil
didn't actually leave us any cridcal principles to work with. So it is that
Rapin turns to Aristode on epic, as means to establish precedents for
pastoral.'^^
An immediate result of the confladon of pastoral and epic, born in
part of the desire for ancient precedent, is Pope's imitation of senti
ments and style that are inappropriate according to his own principles.
Johnson points out that all sorts of characters and subjects not derived
from rural life had migrated into pastoral. He quotes Dryden's transla
tion of Virgil's Eclogue VIII.

Rene Rapin, Treatise: De Carmine Pastorali (1684), intro. J. E. Congleton (Los Angeles:
Augustan Reprint Society, 1947), 16. AH further citations of Rapin are quoted from this edition
and cited in the text.
Gildon argues that "every Pastoral Poem must have a little Pht or visible Design or Fable, to
which we may jusdy give the name of a Pastoral Sceneg Complete Art of Poet^, 158.
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I know thee. Love! in desarts thou wert bred.
And at the dugs of savage tigers fed;
Alien of birth, usurper of the plains!

When Pope imitates these lines he is, according to Johnson, "carried to
still greater impropriety."
I know thee, love, while as the raging main.
More fierce than tigers on the Lybian plain:
Thou wert from Etna's burning entrails torn.
Begot in tempests, and in thunders born!
Johnson dismisses these sentiments as having "litde value in any poem,"
but in pastoral "they are particularly liable to censure," because pastoral
lacks the "exaltation above common life" that justifies such "bold flights
and daring figures" in epic.''^
While the adaptation of Aristotle may solve one problem by
providing a critical framework for pastoral, it creates another, since the
rules of epic are designed to govern heroic behavior and pastoral is
devoted to the simplicity of mral life. When Rapin defines pastoral as
"the imitation of the Action of a Sheapard, or of one taken under the Character"
(19), it is necessary to stipulate what he means by a shepherd and how
he defines his "character," since by definition the actual "actions" of
real shepherds were far too low or indecorous for inclusion in pastoral
itself. There is no place, for example, for plowmen, reapers, hunt
ers—figures who appear in the Idyllsof Theocritus—^because their "lives
for the most part are taken up with too much business and employment
to have any vacant time for Songs, and idle Chat, which are more
agreeable to the leisure of a Sheaperds Life: for in a great many Rustick
affairs, either the hardship and painful Labor will not admit a song"(28).
If, as some critics had asserted, there is nothing that is "so high and
lofty" that "Bucolicks may not successfully aspire" to it, then what will
become of the argument that "simplicity and meanness is so essential to
Pastorals, that it ought to be confin'd to the State, Manners, Apprehen
sion and even common phrases of Sheaphards: for nothing can be said
to be Pastoral, which is not accommodated to their condition"(22—23).

' Samuel Johnson, Rambler, no. 37, in Elledge, ed., Eighteenth-Centuiy Critical Essays, 2:582.
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Of course, it is precisely the "condition" of shepherds, their rusticity,
even ignorance, that necessitates the introduction of epic principles in
the first place. Since the pastoral poet is compelled to speak of a subject
which most eighteenth century poets (and readers) considered "unspeak
able," it is little wonder that the critical circumlocutions emerging from
this discussion should provide the raw materials for parody. So, for
example. Pope concedes that "some Knowledge in mral affairs" will
help to make these "composures natural," but " This may be made to
appear rather done by chance than on design, and sometimes is best
shewn by inference; lest by too much study to seem namral, we destroy
that easy simplicity from whence arises the delight"(120). If we can
extrapolate from the principles Pope articulates in the Fssay on Criticism,
he seems to suggest that where pastoral is concerned, we should "first
follow Nature," but we shouldn't foUow too closely. As John Hughes
points out in his essay on the Shepherd's Calendar, the whole notion of a
pastoral shepherd is a critical convention, derived not from the actual
behavior of peasant husbandmen, who are beyond the pale of polite
notice, but from the critical demands of the poem being written.
Therefore those "who argue against the strict simplicity of pastoral
writing think there is something too low in the characters and senti
ments of mere shepherds to support this kind of poetry if not raised and
improved by the assistance of art.'"^'* In effect, the logic of poetic
itnitation has driven the critic into a cul de sac. Adapting the principles
of epic, Rapin argues that pastoral must imitate the unitary "actions of
a shepherd," most of which are not fit to imitated. While the shepherd
can be seen as an epic hero of sorts, he must not do anything visibly
heroic, and yet the actions of the shepherd must not be so rustic that his
practical affairs will detract from his singing which, apparently, is what
shepherds were put on earth to do. Congleton may speak of Rapin's
theory of "neoclassical" imitation, but such poetic principles cannot be
imitated; they can only be parodied. For if the poet were actually to
follow these principles he would produce not an imitation of the
ancients but a modern counterfeit.
The conditions for parody are enhanced by the fact that the ideal
shepherds Rapin cites as his objects of imitation are purely imaginary
projections of a mythical time. Rapin insists that "Pastorals were the
"John Hughes,"Remarks on the Shepherd'sCakndaf (1715), in EUedge, ed., Eighteenth-Centuiy
Critical Essays,1:306-7.
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invention of the simplicity and innocence of that Golden Age, if there
was ever any such, or certainly of that time which succeeded the
beginning of the World"(14). Although Rapin admits that the Golden
Age was fabulous, he still concludes that "'tis certain that the Manners
of the first Men were so plain and simple, that we may easily derive both
the innocent tmployment of Shepherds, and Pastoral from them"
(14—15). Once one has asserted what is at best an imaginary precedent,
however, there is no limit to how that precedent may be applied. Not
surprisingly Rapin extrapolates a whole moral universe from his fiction
of the Golden Age, confidently demanding that the manners of
shepherds in modem pastorals "must be such as theirs who liv'd in the
Islands of the Happy or Golden Age: They must be candid, simple, and
ingenuous, lovers of Goodness, and Justice, affable, and kind: strangers
to all fraud, contrivance, and deceit; in their Love modest and chast, not
one suspitious word, no loose expression to be allowed"(67). Of course,
Rapin doesn't tell us how he is so "certain" that Golden Age shepherds
didn't lie, or swear or sleep around. Nor does Pope explain why he finds
this fiction so compelling. "If we would copy Nature," he asserts, we
must remember "that pastoral is an image of what they call the Golden
Age. So that we are not to describe our shepherds as shepherds at this
day really are, but as they may be conceived then to have been;when the
best of men, foUow'd the employment"(120).
As Hughes points out, such a definition of primitive life is a
convenient fiction designed by those determined not to "conceive too
low an idea of this kind of Ufe by taking it from that of modern
shepherds, who are the meanest and poorest sort of people among us,"
but who insist instead that "in the first ages of the world.. .persons of
rank and dignity honored this employment," that in effect shepherds
were gentry, and "the owners of their flocks.'"^^ What is most important
in this discussion of ideal pastoral is what Pope goes out of his way not
to tell us, that strictly speaking, you cannot imitate something that isn't
there. You cannot find your way in the modern world using Arcadian
maps. All the precedents he cites so smdiously are purely imaginary. It
seems clear enough that when Pope insists that the nonexistent Margites
of Homer serves as the actual model for the Dunciad, he is pulling his
reader's leg. It has been less clear to readers, however, that when Pope
Hughes, "Remarks on the Shepherd's Calendar" (1715), in Elledge, ed., Eighteenth-Century
Critical Essays, 1:307.
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cites the precise behavior of Golden Age shepherds as models for
modem pastoral poets, his precedents are equally imaginary and his
purposes perhaps just as mischievous. The fact that Pope follows in
Rapin's footsteps in no way mitigates his prematurely Scriblerian
gesture, but suggests rather, that mock-formal modes of proceed
ing—citing imaginary precedent is but one of them—are more deeply
embedded in Augustan literary practice than we have previously
suspected.
We find further evidence of such critical mystification in Pope's
discussion of the style of Golden Age shepherds. A bit like Words
worth, who argues for a determinate Unkage between the sensitivity of
mral shepherds to the "mighty forms" of nature and a more elemental
poetic language, first Rapin and then Pope, argue that since "simplicity
was the principal vertue" of the Golden Age:
so it ought to be the peculiar Grace, and as it were Character
of Bucolick in which the Fable, Manners, Thought, and
Expression ought to be full of the most innocent simplicity
imaginable: for as Innocence in life, so purity and simplicity
in discourse was the Glory of that Age. (37—38)
Clearly the notion that the shepherds of the Golden Age spoke only the
purest language is as suppositious as the conviction that their loves were
devoid of jealousy; nevertheless Rapin proceeds as if he has located
critical bedrock upon which to build a modern definition of ancient
pastoral. Rapin insists that the sense of pastoral must be "free and
modest, honest and ingenuous, and that will make it agreeable to the
Golden Age. Let the Expression be plain and easy, but elegant and neat,
and the purest which the language will afford" (35). The simplicity of
pastoral is reinforced by its brevity, which "if it doth not obscure his
sense ps] the greatest grace which he can attain"(41). The final "Grace
of Bucolicks is Neatness, which contains all the taking prettiness and
sweemess of Expression" and "All ravishing
of Thought"(41—
42). Brevity, simplicity and sweetness are insufficient, unless they come
"varnisht with Wit and Fancy," and enhanced by the "polishing of
Art"(44). When it comes to Pope's version of pastoral, these are the
principles he endorses. Like Rapin he insists that the pastoral "consists
in simplicity, brevity and delicacy." The first two "render and eclogue
natural," while delicacy renders the poem "delightful"(120). Taken
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together these are the "rules" by which "we ought to judge of Pastoral"
(121).'^
I have paid such close attention to Pope's imitation of Rapin
because it reveals just how ad hocand arbitrary was the effort on the part
of critics to somehow derive the "rules" of modern pastoral from the
fragmentary remains of ancient commentary. Readers are wise to
question Pope's assurance that if his Vastorab "have any merit, it is to be
attributed to some good old Authors, whose works I had leisure to
study, so I hope I have not wanted care to imitate"(123).When we speak
of Pope as an imitator of the ancients there is a temptation to assume
that he is necessarily defending a coherent body of critical principles and
poetic practices drawn directly from ancient models, which by a simple
process of historical transmutation have been converted for modern
use. But when we look more closely at Pope's discussion of pastoral, it
seems clear that "some good old Authors" are of less consequence, than
Rapin's modern redaction of what those authors intended. Pope tells us
none of this directly, but proceeds as if his critical pronouncements are
the direct transmission of ancient wisdom and authority.
Vir^l who copies Theocritus, refines upon his original: and in
all points where Judgment is principaly concerned, he is much
superior to his master, Tho' some of his subjects are not
pastoral in themselves, but only seem to be such; they have a
wonderful variety in them which the Greek was a stranger to.
He exceeds him in regularity and brevity, and falls short of
him in nothing but simplicity and propriety of style; the first
of which perhaps was the fault of his age, and the last of his
language. (121)
This looks like serious criticism, as Pope carefully weighs the strengths
and weaknesses Virgil and Theocritus. Yet, despite his apparent
earnesmess, Pope also gives us hints that these wiredrawn critical
distinctions are in some sense post hoc, produced after the fact to justify
poems he had already written. If so, he may have taken counsel from
Fontenelle. In paragraphs omitted from Motteux's translation of the
Discourse in 1695, Fontenelle confesses that his own principles of
In his lengthy discussion of pastoral,Joseph Trapp refers to this ideal as a "polite Rusticity,"
in Lectures on Loetty (London, 1742), 178.
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pastoral were derived from the pastorals he had written earlier. "I wrote
the poems first; then I thought of the theories; and, to the shame of
reason, that is what usually happens. So I shall not be surprised if it is
discovered that I have not followed my own rules—did not yet know
them very well when I wrote. Besides, it is much easier to make rules
than to follow them, and it has been established by custom that the one
never requires the other.One suspects that this is largely what Pope
has done as well, writing a series of poems in the pastoral style, and then
extracting a certain number of principles from the examples of Virgil
and Theocritus which presumably justify what he has already chosen to
do.
This is certainly what Johnson suspects. Having defined pastoral
as rural poetry, whose perennial charm derives from our attraction to
country life, Johnson expresses bafflement at the necessity for tracing
pastoral to the Golden Age, particularly since no "writer has consistently
preserved the Arcadian manners and sentiments." The only reason
Johnson can imagine for this Arcadian fixation is that given the manners
of modern shepherds it is improbable that they "should be capable of
harmonious numbers or delicate sentiments, and therefore the reader
must exalt his ideas of the pastoral character by carrrying his thoughts
back to the age in which the care of herds and flocks was the employ
ment of the wisest and greatest men.'"^® In effect it is not the veneration
for ancient models of imitation that drives this effort, but rather the
desire to find imaginative space in which modern form can be created.
If poetic imitation is to be guided by ancient precedent, then where no
precedent is to be found it must be invented. If, as Raymond Williams
suggests, modern pastoral is designed to provide delight for aristocrats,
then it helps to first imagine a world in which aristocrats are shepherds.
The emphasis in Pope's Discourse on Pastoral seems designed to justify
Pope's own poetic practice according to some set of ancient precedents
and thus to establish his position in the great chain of pastoral writers
including Virgil, Theocritus, and Spenser. One suspects, however, that
Pope reveals his tme intentions in Guardian no. 40 when he remarks that

Bernard Le Bovier de Fontenelle, Of Pastorals (1688), trans. Peter Motteux (1695), in The
Continental Model: Selected Trench Critical Essys cf the Seventeenth Century, in English Translation,
revised, ed. Scott EUedge and Donald Schier (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1970), 399.
Johnson, Rambler, no. 37, in Elledge, ed., Eighteenth-Century CriticalEsscffs, 2:580.
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his poems are not pastoral at all, but "something better," which also
means something new.

* III *
I have argued here that the process of pastoral imitation as it was
undertaken by Pope reveals clear affinities with mock-form. These
affinities assume the status of outright burlesque in Guardian no. 40,
Pope's ironic attack on Ambrose Philips, and arguably Pope's first
exercise in what would become the Scriblerian mode. Here Pope takes
the short step from imitation to outright parody, adopting, or at least
trying to adopt, the manner of Thomas Tickell, whose essays in the
Guardian (April 1713), had praised the 'Pastorals of Ambrose Philips and
had seemingly slighted the Pastorals of Alexander Pope. According to
Congleton, Tickell's criticism represents the "rationalistic" school of
pastoral, which elevates the tradition of Theocritus and Spenser, and
following Fontenelle, explains the principles of pastoral not in terms of
their fidelity to ancient models, but with reference to their psychological
affects. According to Fontenelle, we respond to pastoral, not because
we wish to revive the Golden Age, but because as indolent creamres we
are naturally attracted to scenes of tranquillity and ease. For Fontenelle,
the fact that pastorals involve shepherds is a matter of no essential
consequence. "Could the scene of this quiet life, with no other business
but love, be placed anywhere but in the country, so that no goats nor
sheep should be brought in, I fancy it would be never the worse, for the
goats and sheep add nothing to its felicity.'"^'
In Guardian no. 22 Tickell echoes these sentiments, arguing that
"An author that amuses himself by writing pastorals, should form in his
fancy a mral scene of perfect ease and tranquillity, where innocence,
simplicity, and joy abound... .Let the tranquillity of that life appear fuU
and plain, but hide the meanness of it; represent its simplicity as clear as
you please, but cover its misery." Aside from the emphasis on tranquil
lity, there is nothing much here to differentiate Tickell's viewof pastoral
from the view Pope expresses in his Discourse. Indeed Tickell argues that
"In order to form a right judgment of pastoral poetry, it will be

' Fontenelle, Of Pastorals, 345.
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necessary to cast back our eyes on the first ages of the world" and to
inquire into the manner of it when it actually did exist," before
"mankind was formed into large societies," when the wealth of the
world "consisted chiefly in flocks and herds," the tending of which was
"the employment of the first princes." Tickell also agrees with Pope's
conclusion that Pastoral is essentially artificial.
It transports us into a kind-of fairy land, where our ears are
soothed with the melody of birds, bleating flocks, and purling
streams; our eyes enchanted with flowery meadows and
springing greens; we are laid under cool shades, and enter
tained with all the sweets and freshness of nature. It is a
dream, it is a vision, which we wish may be real, and we
believe that it is true.
Tickell perhaps places greater emphasis on the fantastic quahties of
Pastoral than does Pope, but even Pope admits that "We must therefore
use some illusion to render a Pastoral delightful; and this consists in
exposing the best side only of a shepherd's life"(120), a phrase that
clearly indicates Pope's debt to Fontenelle: "The illusion and at the same
time the pleasingness of pastorals therefore consists in exposing to the
eye only the tranquillity of a shepherd's life, and in dissembling or
concealing its meanness, as also in showing only its innocence and
hiding its miseries."®
To this point there seems to be a rough coincidence between the
"neoclassical" principles of Pope and the "rationalistic" principles of
Tickell. Tickell's great indiscretion is that he establishes an alternative
genealogy of pastoral poets from Theocritus to Philips that rninimizes
Virgil and excludes Pope altogether. "There is," he argues, "more
innocence, simplicity, and whatever else hath been laid down as
distinguishing marks of pastoral,in the Greek than the Roman." Among
the moderns Tickell praises Spenser and Philips who "both have copied
and improved the beauties of the ancients, whose manner of thinking
I would above all things recommend. As far as our language would
allow them they have formed a pastoral style according to the Doric of
Theocritus, in which I dare not say they excelled Virgill but I may be

™ Fontenelle, Of Pastorals, 347.
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allowed, for the honour of our language, to suppose it more capable of
that pretty rusticity than the Latin."
For Pope, who insisted that the shepherds of the Golden Age
actually spoke in Ciceronian cadences, and whose own Virgilian echoes
were at once elegant and correct, this was blasphemy. In Guardian no.
40, a work with obvious Unks to both the Discourse on Pastoral and the
Dunciad Variorum^^ Pope responds with a mock-critical essay parodying
Tickell's defense of the pastorals of Ambrose Philips. Although, as
Congleton argues. Pope presumably parrots the "rationalistic" school
of pastoral critics while ironically defending the "neoclassical" school of
pastoral writers, the parody is never quite this simple. The speaker in
Guardian no. 40 immediately garbles these distinctions, and in the
process renders moot the whole notion of "neoclassical" criticism. Pope
presumably means to ridicule Tickell, but the voice we hear sounds a bit
like Pope himself, or at least like Rapin, when he asserts that aU pastoral
serves to glorify the Golden Age, and "Any Deviations from that
Design degrade a Poem from being true Pastoral." The result, he
concludes, is that few of Virgil's Eclogues are really pastorals at all. The
first and ninth don't count because they "describe the Ravages of
Armies, and Oppressions of the Innocent." The second doesn't qualify
because of "Coiydon's criminal Passion for Alexia (no gay shepherd
allowed in the Golden Age apparently). As for the fourth, sixth and
tenth, "they are given up by Hensius, Salmasius, Rapin, and the Criticks in
general" (98). Certainly Tickell gave fairly short shrift to Virgilian
precedent, but Pope's speaker undermines Theocritus as well, citing
critics who "likewise observe that but eleven of all the I^llia of Theocritus
are to be admitted as Pastorals; and even out of that Number the greater
Part win be excluded for one or other of the Reasons abovementioned"
(97-98).
Guardian no. 40 has generally been regarded as an attack on
Ambrose Philips; certainly Philips saw it that way. But that does not
mean that the essay is therefore "neoclassical." In the Discourse on
Pastoral, which according to Pope antedates the Guardian essay. Pope
piously cites Virgil and to some degree Theocritus as the definitive
models for modern pastoral. But in Guardian no. 40 there is something
genuinely curious in Pope's insistence that majority of the pastorals of

In the Dutidad Variorum (1729), Pope includes Guardian no. 40 as an appendix.
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Virgil and Theocritus must be rejected because they don't fit their own
paradigm. At least satire promises clear distinctions between satirist and
the object ridiculed. But parody involves a danger that through the
adoption of the victim's voice, the satirist wiU be engaged by the very
thing he seeks to reject. The voice we hear in this passage parodies
TickeU and even Fontenelle at times, but frequently the voice we hear
seems to parody Pope as weU. Certainly the pedantic narrowness of the
strictures announced here reminds us of Pope's own determination to
limit the legitimate features of pastoral to those he himself has used.
One result is that here, as in Y'eri Bathom, critical pronouncement lapses
into self-parody.
In the Discourse Pope argues, rather grandly for one so young, that
his own choices are natural because they are most consistent with
ancient practice. But perhaps because it is parodic and therefore less
clear-cut in its satirical emphases. Guardian no. 40 tends to suggest just
how arbitrary Pope's own principles turn out to be. For example, the
Critic indicates his unwillingness to "have a Poet slavishly confine
himself (as Mr. Bope hath done) to one particular Season of the Year,
one certain time of the Day, and one unbroken Scene in each Eclogue"
(100). Clearly this is an ironic recommendation of such practices; Pope
means for us to praise him for his clever synthesis of Aristotelian unities
and the motif of time, which in Spenser had been vitiated by the
necessity of matching rural activities to each month of the year, but
which in Pope's own Pastorals has been rendered more consistent. On
second thought, however, we reali2e that there is something "slavish"
in Pope's limiting himself to the four seasons. Like Fontenelle, who first
wrote his own pastorals, and then invented the principles to legitimate
them. Pope seems to be engaging in expostfacto justification for what are
clearly some of his cleverest touches. As Martin C. Battestin has shown.
Pope's exploitation of the motif of time creates a formal symmetry
between these four individual poems. What Pope has not done as a
critic is to lay down principles which subsequent poets might use to
guide their own pastoral imitations. Instead, and unintentionally
perhaps, we are offered an invitation to parody. Gay immediately
responds with a Shepherd's Week, and following Pope's criteria, one could
just as easily imagine some wag offering a Shepherd's Fortnight, or a
Shepherd's Good Ha f Hour.
In the Discourse Pope makes a great deal of "simplicity" as the
"distinguishing Characteristick of Pastoral." As Pope acknowledged.
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however, simplicity was not easily defined "As there is a difference
between simplicity and rusticity, so the expression of simple thought
should be plain, but not clownish" (122). In Guardian no. 40 this
ambiguity is intensified. Apparently taking Pope at his word, the Critic
wonders why Virgil, who was so familiar with Ennius, "had not imitated
the Rusticity of the Doric, as well by the help of the old obsolete Roman
hanguage, as Philips hath by antiquated English" (98). One can only
imagine the bemusement of Pope's contemporaries, sitting at Button's
Coffeehouse, and attempting to recall, if they ever knew, the nice
distinctions between "Doric msticity" and the "simplicity" of Virgil, let
alone recollecting the difference between "obsolete" Latin and the
classical conjugations which, as schoolboys, they had struggled to
master.
The logic of imitation encourages us to believe that such critical
negotiations were both easy and frequent, that somehow Pope's
contemporaries would immediately have recognized the distinctions he
is making. One suspects, however, that Pope's contemporaries were just
as baffled as more modern readers have been. One also suspects that
Pope's critical purposes had more to do with inventing the principles by
which he was to be understood than with the elucidation of ancient
principles available to aU from the beginning. Clearly Pope invites our
laughter at Philips's Spenserian diction, at faux-antique vocabulary like
"Whilom" or "adown the sky," which one finds in Philips's Eobbin. In
the course of his apparent ridicule of Philips's linguistic choices. Pope's
persona also draws attention to the radically arbitrary character of
Pope's own critical principles. The critic suggests that Pope may have
violated his own principle of simplicity by introducing"Daphnis, Alexis
and Thjrsis on British Plains, as Virgil had done before him on the
Mantuan\ whereas Philips, who hath the strictest Regard to Propriety,
makes choice of Names peculiar to the Country, and more agreeable to
a Reader of Delicacy; such as Hobbinol, Eobbin, Cuddy, and Colin Clout"
(98—99). Such assertions cut two ways, because one may argue quite
reasonably that if Daphnis and Alexis are proper for the Manman plains,
then Hobbinol and Cuddy are appropriate for the British, and are in fact
perfectly consistent with Pope's stated notions of simplicity.
Such studied inconsistency in Guardian no. 40 suggests that Pope
may be deliberately undercutting his own assertions in a series of mock
critical gesmres. So it is that he ridicules the "simplicity" of Ambrose
Philips's diction.
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Come, Rosalind,0 come, for without thee
What Pleasure can the Country have forme.
Come, Rosalind, O Come; try brinded Kine,
My snony Sheep, my Farm, andallis thine.
Come, Rosalind, 0 come; here shady Bowers
Here are cool Fountains, and here springing Flow'rs.
Come, Rosalind; Here ever let us stcy,
Hnd sweetf wast our live-long Time away.

Then, much in the manner of Scriblerus, the Critic introduces an
excerpt from Pope,who, "in expressing the same Thought, deviates into
downright Poetry."
Streph.

In Spring the Fields, in Autumn Hills I love.
At Mom the Plains, at Noon the shady Grove,
But Delia always;forc'dfrom Delia's Si^t,
Nor Plains at Mom, nor Groves at Noon delight. (100)

This juxtaposition of PhiUps's verses with his own tells us a good deal
about Pope's attitude toward imitation, and the ambiguity (even
irrelevance) of those qualities—brevity, neatness and simplicity—that
Pope applies to pastoral. While these lines are brief, and neat in a way,
they are not simple. Indeed as Battestin has shown, the simplicity of this
world becomes visible only when mediated by the complexity of high
art. "In Virgil, whom Pope made his model, the essential paradox of the
pastoral mode is already clear; the most sophisticated literary craftsman
ship has become the means of presenting,and therefore of recommend
ing, an image of perfect namralness and simplicity.
This invocation of paradox to help redefine Pope's notion of
simplicity has not convinced everyone. Raymond Williams insists that
Pope is but a "pretender" to simplicity. For the "English Augustans"
the eclogue has "become a highly artificial and abstracted form: its
simpKcities wholly external." While the pastoral grew steadily more
correct or genteel as first Hesiod, then Theocritus and then Virgil
undertook the form, pastoral still maintained "its contact with the
working year and with the real social conditions of country life. Virgil's

Battestin, "Nature and Art in Pope's Pastorals," 83.
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Eclogues are in one sense more idealized, as they are also more elaborate,
than the idylls of Theocritus; but the mral disturbance of his own Italy
often breaks through into the poetically distant Arcadia."®^ WtUiams's
authentic pastoral is inseparable from the activities and rh)rthms of real
country life, and he laments the process by which such vigor is slowly
siphoned away by poetic imitation. If the only way we can preserve
pastoral as a genre is to eliminate all the features connecting the genre
to its roots in rural Ufe, then we may have an elegant or even a beautiful
work of art, "a filigree game," as Williams describes it, but it is no longer
pastoral. It may be as Pope says, "something better," but it is also
something entirely different. It has become a counterfeit or surrogate
pastoral with closer links to Pope's later works than it has to ancient
models. Pope may insist on the innocence of his Golden Age shep
herds, on the charming naivete of their simple loves, but the figures he
creates are more knowing and flirtatious than mere shepherds could
ever have been.
The sprightly Sylvia trips along the Green,
She runs, but hopes she does not mn unseen,
While a kind Glance at her Pursuer flies.
How much at variance are her Feet and Eyes! (p. 66)
This verse is almost lapidary in its balance and parallel construction, the
tale it tells seems more perfectly fitted for a coquette at Vauxhall
Gardens than a simple maiden in some prehistoric pasmre.
In short, if simplicity is the issue, as Pope suggests, then Philips
wins on all cards. Gildon is perhaps the most direct in his enthusiasm
for PhiUps's mock-Spenserian diction. "In him you wiU find the tme and
genuine Simplicity of the Pastoral both in the Diction and in the
Sentiments, that is, in the Language, and in the Thoughts."John Hughes
remarks that while Spenser goes overboard in his use of antiquated
diction, "It is certain that a sprinkling of the rural phrase, as it humors
the scene and characters, has a very great beauty in pastoral poetry; and
of this anyone may be convinced by reading the pastorals of Mr. Philips,
which are written with great delicacy of taste, in the very spirit and

Raymond Williams, The Country andthe City (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), 20,
16.
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manner of Spenser."^'^ Philips's poem is more direct, his diction more
elemental, more reminiscent of the diction of Spenser or Theocritus. In
addition his poetic vocabulary draws upon the familiar iconography of
sheep, catde and farming that one might expect in a poem about shep
herds. What we do not find is the exquisite balance of Spring/Autumn,
Fields/ HiUs, Morn/Noon, Plains/Groves that anticipates the s)mimetries of Windsor Forest, the poem in which Virgil's emphasis is most
clearly discernible. As Pope remarks of his own achievement in Guardian
no. 40, he did have a "knack of versifying," and one suspects that
Pope's comparative strategy here has less to do with exemplifying the
rules of imitation than it does with simply showing off. Ambrose
Philips's great crime is not that he has sinned against the ancients, since
he clearly provides a much closer approximation of Theocritian pastoral
than does Pope. Rather he has sinned against the present; he has failed
to produce a modern counterfeit that can compete with Pope's
surrogate pastorals. Of course. Pope expects us to share his outrage at
Philips's poetic transgressions, but most readers actually preferred
Philips. EvenJohnson, who has very little use for pastorals of any kind,
nevertheless concludes that Philips's Pastorals, "which by the writer of
the Guardian were ranked as one of the four genuine productions of the
rustick Muse, cannot surely be despicable."^^
The fact that readers continued to prefer Philips's pastorals to
those of Pope, in spite of his learned instructions, may tell us something
about the perils of Augustan imitation. All attempts to describe the
process of poetic imitation require a set of instructions, like those set
out in Pope's own Fssc^ on Criticism, instructions which can easily be
mistaken for mechanical recipes of the sort Scriberus parodies in Peri
Bathous as a "Receipt to Make an Epic Poem." As Margaret Doody
points out, however, Pope's "Receipt," presumably employed as an
ironic defense of the epic, suggests instead that "the epic is, as a venture,
passe. The author wiU be an imitator, not an original; he can assume
specious originality only by trying to sound more ancient (i.e. out of
date) than his predecessors." This is Pope's problem with pastoral as
well. Pope's readers understood that he was working with outmoded

^ Gildon, The Complete Art efPoetry, 1:157; see also Hughes, "On the Shepherd's Calendar,"in
Eighteenth-Centuiy English Criticism, 1:307.
Johnson, "Ambrose Philips," in The Lives of the English Poets, 2 vols. (London: Oxford
University Press, 1972), 2:374.
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conventions, and therefore the reappearance of the elements most
typical of the genre were apt to be "greeted, or even anticipated, with
mockery." Indeed, Doody argues, "The ghost of an opposing parody,
a ridiculing sprite, seems to have flitted between the pen and the page
of almost all our best Augustan poets."^*^ This parodic ghost appears
most often when poets are engaged in some form of poetic imitation.
Indeed Pope's attempt in Guardian no. 40 to lampoon Philips's
performance comes perilously close to parodying the very principles
that Pope articulated in his own Discourse. Pope quotes the following
extract from Philips:
O vofulDa^ O Day of me, quoth he.
And mful I, who live the Day to see!
Pope's Critic ironically praises the "beautiful RMsticif" of this passage,
"The Simplicity of Diction, the Melancholy Flowing of the Numbers,
the Solemnity of the Sound, and the easy Turn of the Words, in the
Dirge (to make use of our Author's Expression) are extreamly Elegant"(103). As with Peri Bathous, Pope's parodic criticism finally shades
into a kind of playful engagement. After all. Pope's spokesman is telling
the truth; not unlike the lamentations of Tom Thumb in Fielding's
Tragedy of Tragedies, Philips's diction is simple, it is solemn, and it is
melancholy. The suggestion, of course, is that by writing in this mode
Philips has violated some widely accepted criterion of poetic practice,
when in fact such usage fits easily within the precedents established by
Spenser, whose Shepherd's CalenderPope also claims to have imitated.
Dr. Johnson remarks that Pope's mock-commentator, Martinus
Scrihlerus, "raises phantoms of absurdity, and then drives them away.
He cures diseases that were never felt."^^ Much the same may be said of
Pope's criticism of pastoral, creating a straw man whose destruction wiU
thereby make his own practice seem more natural. According to the
Critic, the"most beautiful Example" of antique diction that he ever met
with was in
a very valuable Piece, which I chanced to find among some
old Manuscripts, entituledM PastoralBallad', which I think, for
Doody, The Daring Muse,66-67.
"Johnson, "Pope," in Lives of the English Poets, 2:284.
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its Nature and Simplicity, may.. .be allowed a Perfect Pastoral:
It is composed in the Somersetshire Dialect, and the Names
such as are proper to the Coxmtry people. It may be observed
as a further Beauty of this Pastoral, the words Njmph, D^ad,
Naiad) Fawn, Cupid or Sa^r, are not once mentioned through
the whole.
Here again we find oblique praise of Pope's own practice played off
against a grotesque caricature of Spenser and Philips:
Roger. Thou shoudst no ax ma iweece, but I've be
To dreave our Full to Full tha Parsons Kee. (105)
The ambiguity only deepens when Pope remarks that he is
loath to show my Fondness for Antiquity so far as to
prefer this Ancient Fritish Author to our present English
Writers of pastoral; but I cannot avoid making this
obvious Remark, that both Spencer and Philips have hit
into the same Road with this old West Country Bard of
ours." (105-6)
Pope asserts that this specimen is taken from a West Country Pastoral
Ballad, but, like many of the specimens of bad verse in Peri Fathous, it
was probably written by Pope himself. For if, in his Discourse on Pastoral,
Pope offers us a series of critical precepts which are largely based on the
hypothetical behavior of imaginary shepherds and the authority of
equally illusory literary precedents, it is only right that much in the
manner of Peri Fathous, Pope himself should have written the bad
example which his ironic spokesman praises so highly. In effect, the
West Country Ballad is to pastoral what the Margites is to the Dunciad, a
nonexistent or confected authority which calls all authority into
question.
It is but a short step from Pope's burlesque account of Spenser and
Philips to Gay's parody of the whole debate over the imitation of
ancient pastoral in the introductory Proeme to the Shepherd's Weeh.^^ This
For a quick summary of the debate, see the notes to The Shepherd's Week in John Gay: Poetiy
and Prose, ed. Vinton A. Dearing with the assistance of Charles E. Beckwith, 2 vols. (Oxford;
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Proeme, according to Dr. Johnson, was written with "such imitations" of
"obsolete language" as he could attain, and "by consequence in a style
that was never spoken nor written in any langage or in any place."^' It
is a style, "soothly to say" that is
not only such as in the present Times is not uttered in Times future. It
having too much of the Country to be fitfor the Court; too much of the
Court to be fit for the Country, too much of the Tanguage of old Times
to be fit for the Present, too much of the Present to have been fitfor the
Old, and too much of both to be fitfor any time to come. (92)
This is an extraordinary statement, for Gay seems to admit that all
forms of pastoralare conventional, their languages an arbitrary amalgam
of the old and the new. Given the force of Gay's critique it is hard not
to feel that he is reflecting on the assertions of Pope, the only modern
poet to have articulated a theory of how a perfectly artificial pastoral
language was to be contrived. Gay also seems to recognize the oddity
of Pope's preference for imaginary Arcadians when there are real
shepherds to imitate so much nearer home. It is the love of his native
country that inspires him
to describe aright the Manners of our own honest and laborious Plough
men, in no wise sure more unworthy a British Poet's imitation, than
those ^Sicily or Arcadie; albeit, not ignorant 1 am, what a Pout and
Pabblement of Critical Gallimawfry hath been made of late Days by
certain young Men of insipid Delicay, concerning^ I wist not what.
Golden Age, and other outragious Conceits, to which they would
confine pastoral. (90)
Margaret Doody points out just how subversive Gay's Proeme becomes.
Certainly it parodies Philips and Tickell and "supports Pope's mocking
criticism in Guardian #40." And yet Pope, who is a primary defender of
the Golden Age, seems to be "one of Gay's targets here." Pope is, after
all, "the fotemost young M[a]n of insipid Delicagi" contributing to the
"Critical Gallimaufy." This is almost a manifesto, Doody argues, a

Clarendon Press, 1974), 511—40. Quotations from The Shepherd's Week are cited by page
number in the text.
Johnson, "Gay," inUves of the English Poets, 2:61.
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"declaration that the pastoral genre (and hence serious critical introduc
tions to new sets of pastorals, in Pope's manner) must be considered
absurd." Indeed not unlike the parodic diction of the West Country
"Pastoral Ballad" in Guardian no.40, this poet is
writing pseudo-Spenserian pastorals—^which are imitations of
Virgil imitating Theocritus. The mock-mock-mock levels of
the "Proeme" guide us inescapably to the view that pastorals
are all imitations, and imitations of an unreality. The genre is
an absurdity, and the only way to manage it is to get out of it,
to nux up its manners and question its conventions.^"
Johnson argues that Pope inspired this nonsense, that he incited
Gay to write the Shepherd's Week in order to shew, that if one were to
copy nature with minuteness, "mral life must be exhibited such as
grossness and ignorance have made it."^^ If, so the effort failed.
Although meant to parody Philips's English pastoral. Gay"s assertion
that it is his "Putpose, gentle Reader, to set before thee, as it were, a Picture, or
rather lively Tanscape of thy own Country, just as thou mightst see it, didest thou
take a Walk in the Fields at the proper Seasori' describes his own achieve
ment in The Shepherd's Week, and accounts for the popularity of Gay's
poems. "The effect of reality and truth became conspicuous," writes
Johnson, "when the intention was to shew them groveling and
degraded. These Pastorals became popular, and were read with delight,
as just representations of rural manners and occupations, by those who
had no interest in the rivalry of the poets, nor knowledge of the critical
dispute.""^
That poems designed to parody modern pastorals were to become
the most popular examples of the form is just one of the ironies to
emerge from Gay's effort. That counterfeits should have been preferred
to the genuine article also tells us something about the implicit
attractions of mock-form in the early eighteenth century. Gay makes
explicit what is latentin Pope's attempt to revive "classical" pastoral. By
insisting that pastoral recreates the essential virtues of the Golden Age,
rather than observing the behavior of real shepherds. Pope committed

® Doody, The Daring Muse, 101.
" Johnson, Lives of the English Poets, 2:61.
'^Johnson, Lives of the English Poets, 2:61.
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himself to the imitation of previous imitations of this imaginary time.
Pope claims that his pastorals imitate the practice of the ancients, when
in fact he is most dependent upon the assertions of Rene Rapin who
confesses that where pastoral is concerned the ancients don't offer
much in the way of guidance. The result is that Pope's own critical
assertions either call into question the efficacy of ancient precedent, or
render them largely irrelevant. We think of Pope as the inevitable
winner in his struggle with the moderns, but where pastoral was
concerned the school of Theocritus and Philips ultimately prevailed. As
Congleton admits, "After Pope, there was not a single significant essay
to defend the neoclassic theory, but the doctrine advocated by the
rationalists continued to develop" (95). Although Pope clearly meant for
his poems and his critical defense to serve as models for other poets, his
Pastorals are pure hybrids; they produced no offspring. If they were
meant to perpetuate the rules of classical procedure, they failed, and
they failed to produce imitations for the same reason that neither the
Dmciad nor the ^pe of the Juock produced credible imitations. As
imitations of imitations, as pastiches of pastiche they exhausted the
possibilities for further imitation. Instead, as specimens of mock-form
and surrogacy, as examples of the "crytomodernity" of the Scriblerians,
they reveal other possibilities latent in the imitative enterprise. Pope's
friends seemed to have recognized this fact. Swift's recommendation to
Pope that he write a Newgate Pastoral, suggests that William Empson
is right; in the Augustan Age it was through "burlesque alone that
genuine pastoral" could be achieved.''^
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